
~Charming Lil” Pin Cushion~
Finished size 4"

I made this cute little pin cushion from

some left over squares I had. It turned out

so cute I had to share it with you!

What you need~ 

1 charm pack of 5" squares. 

(This will make several pin cushions.)

4 buttons of your choice.

Light weight interfacing.

Crushed walnut shells. (Filling)

Cutting~ (makes 2)

From (8) 5" charm squares~

*Cut (8) 3 1/4" squares.

(I used 4 light and 4 colored squares.)

From (2) 5" charm square~

*Cut (2) 4 ½" square. (Backing)

From light weight interfacing~

*Cut (4) 4 ½" squares.

Let’s begin~
*Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of (4) 3 1/4"

light squares.  

*Layer squares with (4) 3 1/4" colored squares.

*Stitch on both sides of drawn line, 1/4" out from

line.

*Cut squares on drawn line, open 1/2 triangle

squares and press. 

Make 8.

*Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of (4) 

½ triangle squares.

*Layer with (4) more ½ triangle squares.

*Stitch on both sides of drawn line, 1/4" out from

line.

*Cut squares on drawn line,  open and press hour

glass blocks.

 Make 8 hour       

glass units. 

*Stitch (4) hour glass blocks

together. Press. 

Make 2.

*Iron 4 ½" interfacing square to back side of hour

glass block and 4 ½" backing square. Press.

Make 2 of each.

*With right sides together, layer hour glass block and

backing square. Make 2.

*Stitch around layered squares,

leaving a 2" opening on one

side.  Make 2.

*Trim excess fabric from corners and

turn squares right side out.

Press. Make 2.

*Fill with crushed walnut shells and stitch the

opening closed. Make 2.

*Using long needle, stitch buttons through all layers

to center of hour glass blocks.  Make 2.

~Now you have one pin cushion for you and one for

your friend~Enjoy!
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